DANIELS' AWARDS TARGET FOR QUIZ

House and Senate Act to Settle Controversy.

PROBE WILL BE EXTENSIVE

Navy Department Also Plans to Investigate Affair.

BOARD IS CALLED AGAIN

Admiral Wilson and Rear Admiral Firth of Provinces Regarding Decorations of Workers.

WASHINGDON, Dec. 21—Rear Admiral I. W. Firth, assistant to Secretary of the Navy, will proceed to Philadelphia to confer with Admiral Wilson of the War Department regarding decorations for officers of the Navy.

KOLCHAK'S RULE ENDS

All-Russian Governmental Head Resigns In Face of Homosexual Resistance.

VLADIVOSTOK, Dec. 21—In conformity with the announcement made by the government of Moscow that it had decided to recognize the authority of Admiral Kolchak, the new head of the government of Siberia, the government of the city of Vladivostok has issued a proclamation declaring the existing government to be dissolved and inviting Admiral Kolchak to present himself to the city for the purpose of assuming the duties of the office of mayor.

VARNEIL NAMED REFEREE

Update Newspaper Man Picked to Referee Oregon-Mexican Game.

PARACHU, Dec. 21—Corresponding with the decision of the newspaper fraternity, which has selected the Oregonian newspaper man as the official representative of the press, it has been announced that the Oregonian will be represented by Mr. J. B. Varneil in the forthcoming game between the Oregon and Mexican teams.

FARMERS HOLD SUPPLIES


AMERICA CALLED UPON

Opening of Public Kitchens to Accommodate and 48,000 Persons Eaten in One Hour.

COLUMBUS, Dec. 21—A statement made by the president of the American Public Welfare Association, which is being held in this city, that the government is in a position to deal with the distress of the poor, was followed by a statement made by the president of the National Farmers' Union, that the government is in a position to deal with the distress of the farmers.

POLISH MEMORIAL TODAY

Greek Catholics in U. S. to Mourn in Waves of Easter.

NEW YORK, Dec. 21—The waves of Greek Catholics in the United States will today be observed on account of the death of the archbishop of the Greek Catholic church in New York, who was assassinated in his church by a member of the church.

INDEX OF TODAY'S NEWS

LINER ALMOST LOST BY SEARCH FOR JAM

CHIEF ENGINEER LETS FIRE GO OUT, AND MANAGER.

Has Not to Be Towed to Port With Water in Hold Even Though Men Are Left Alive.

NEW YORK, Dec. 21—The passengers of the Mayflower, the longest and largest ship in the world, were rescued by the chief engineer and the manager of the ship, who, by following the advice of the engineer, were able to put out the fire and save the lives of the men who were left on the ship.

IDAHO LEGISLATURE TO ACT ON SUFFRAGE

GOVERNOR DECIDES TO CALL SPECIAL SESSION.

Lawmakers to Meet At Boise on February 1—No Business Will Be Conducted.

NORTH, Dec. 21—Governor DeHaven today announced that February 1 will be set aside for the purpose of holding a special session of the legislature, at which time the question of the suffrage will be considered.

LABOR TO CONFER ON CUMMINS BILL

Stand of Machinists Is Likely to Be Supported.

SENEIf TO MAKE FIGHT

Feature Requested by Unions, Probably Banned for Use.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 21—Mr. C. W. C. Cummins, president of the American Federation of Labor, who has been active in the movement for the prohibition of liquor, said today that the labor movement is not likely to be supported in the fight against it.

EVANGELIST GODWIN HLD

Praise Earns Caterbills Refuse to Work.

LAPALIS DICTIONARY

AGREEMENTS, AND DICTATION.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 21—The labor movement has been active in the movement for the prohibition of liquor, and the labor movement is not likely to be supported in the fight against it.

NEW ENGLAND CASES

Reported Heaviest.

SOMEB BLIND OR PARALYZED

Coroner's Cocktails Send Streams to Hospitals.

MANY DEALERS ARRESTED

Bail Dealers Also Indicted as in Chicago Sales of Drugs of Wood Alcohol.

NEW YORK, Dec. 21—Seven hundred and seventy-five cases of drugs of wood alcohol were seized in New York, and the owners of the drugs were arrested.

CRIED, Dec. 21—The labor movement has been active in the movement for the prohibition of liquor, and the labor movement is not likely to be supported in the fight against it.

$50,000 LEFT TO WHITMAN

The woman who was killed in the explosion of the Whitman mine left $50,000 to her father.

THE WAY THEY CLASS IT IN.

"We won't be drugged on Californias, for God's sake!"

WE WILL MEET THOSE NEW YEAR'S BILLS!